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Equities: European equities are continuing on from yesterday's and
Friday's positive price action. The benchmark EuroStoxx50 is
currently 0.15% stronger while Germany's DAX is up by 0.7% at the
time of writing. Financials, energy, and utilities are leading on
Tuesday morning, with materials and technology lagging behind.
Investors will be keeping an eye on any developments from the G7
meetings today, along with any hints from major central bankers
over the next 48 hours. 
Wall Street saw a lower close last night as recession fears lingered
for US markets. 
The VIX trades flat around $27 this morning.

Safe-havens: Gold has moved marginally lower so far this week, trading
at $1,828 on Tuesday on what is still a fairly strong US dollar.
Crude oil has strengthened yesterday and into this morning amid the
latest concerns about limited OPEC spare capacity, and as the G7 vows to
add pressure to Russia. Brent has risen back to above $113 after last
week briefly getting down to $107 on demand concerns.

Looking ahead: The only macroeconomic release of note today will be
the US Consumer Confidence figure to be released at 3pm Irish time. 
The ECB Forum takes place today and tomorrow in Portugal, Christine
Lagarde and Philip Lane are due to speak today along with a list of other
central bankers. Tomorrow Lagarde will speak again, with the Fed Chair
Jerome Powell and BOE Governor Andrew Bailey also due to deliver
speeches. Markets will watch closely. 
G7 meetings will also continue throughout the day today. Volatility has the
potential to pick up towards the end of the week after we get a range of
inflation readings from individual Eurozone nations and also from the
United States.

Currencies: EUR/USD is flat on Tuesday at 1.058, ahead of inflation
figures to come from both sides of the Atlantic later this week, and
also ahead of ECB President Christine Lagarde's speeches today and
tomorrow. 
Commodity currencies such as the Canadian and Australian dollars
are seeing a boost this morning after the latest uptick in oil prices.

Tuesday, 28th of June

28/06/2022 - US Consumer Sentiment
29/06/2022 - ECB Forum
30/06/2022 - US Core PCE
01/07/2022 - Eurozone CPI

G7 members are reportedly exploring ways of curbing energy costs,
including via possible caps on the price of oil and gas, at a summit in recent
days that has been overshadowed by fears of a recession induced by rising
inflation. Officials last night settled on summit conclusions that seek to
develop solutions to reducing Russia's energy revenues while
simultaneously minimising the negative impacts of high prices.
According to a draft text seen by the Financial Times yesterday, leaders are
now exploring the "feasibility" of introducing temporary price caps on
imports of energy - a reference to a US-led push for a ceiling on the
Russian oil price. A G7 official said that while it has been agreed upon as a
good idea, it will include a "great deal of work" in order to make it a reality.
It also must be said that the G7 leaders were addressed by Ukrainian
President Volodymyr Zelenskyy via video link, and stated that they would
continue to provide financial, humanitarian, and military support to Ukraine
"for as long as it takes"..."We will not rest until Russia ends its cruel and
senseless war on Ukraine".

G7 Meetings

Mortgages in Ireland
According to the latest set of figures from the Banking and Payments
Federation of Ireland (BPFI), mortgage switching volumes and values more
than doubled last month vs the same period in 2021. Over 1,200
households switched mortgages during May, up 111% y/y. The value of
these mortgages increased by over 129% y/y to €329 million.
This activity in Ireland's mortgage market of course comes ahead of the
planned rate hikes by the European Central Bank in Q3, as borrowers try to
lock in fixed rates at current levels while they still can. Earlier this month,
the ECB said it will look to hike rates in July for the first time since 2011,
followed in September by a potentially larger move if inflation shows no
signs of cooling in the meantime.
"Our latest mortgage approvals data shows continued growth in mortgage
approval activity in May and it's clear that switching activity has grown
sharply in recent months" said Brian Hayes, chief executive at BPFI.
First-time buyers accounted for 49% of all mortgages approved in May, with
mover purchasers making up 20%.


